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Introduction

The prevalence of conflict within states, specifically after the end of the Cold War, continues to influence teaching and research in genocide studies as scholars reflect on the emergence and evolution of the field since the late 1970s. State fragmentation and the collapse of empire notably in the former Soviet Union led to a shift in focus away from primarily structural or systemic-based explanations to identity or local-oriented inquiries. Fundamental transformations influenced by the information and communications technology (ICT) revolution and “a novel redistribution of power among states, markets and civil society” mark our experience of globalization at the start of the 21st century. States, particularly the most powerful, must confront the “marketplace of ideas” and the “movement of public opinion” as the proliferation of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the strength of “networked actors” lead to “new approaches to activism”. “Networked politics” is emerging with a particular relevance to genocide studies as an approach that “focuses on networks as actors where networks are particular forms of coordinated collective action aimed at influencing international outcomes.” The ability of what Owen defines as “networked actors” to influence outcomes, using their power in both positive and negative ways, matters decisively in our world today. More specifically, “new forms of action that are enabled by networked technology” must prompt reflective, critical inquiry and analysis; how do humanitarian technologies and their impact over time matter to the study and, more fundamentally, the prevention of genocide as well as individual human experiences of transitional justice?

Anchoring the “Local-Level” in Genocide Matters

A recent initiative, Build Peace, is creating a unique community of practitioners, activists, technologists, and scholars to chart the future of technology and its impact on the ground in conflict transformation. Led by Helena Puig Larrauri, Michaela Ledesma, Rodrigo Davies, and Jennifer Welch, Build Peace convened an initial conference held at the MIT Media Lab on 5-6 April 2014. The various panels and working sessions organized that weekend continue to initiate conversations pertinent to an evaluation of humanitarian technologies. How do these on-going discussions inspire our critical analysis as a scholarly community of the relevance of humanitarian technologies in the context of “preventing genocide?”

The Build Peace conference underlines the necessity to study local contexts before even thinking about the ways humanitarian technologies may support conflict transformation. This point is most relevant in cases of genocide prevention, particularly given the need for a thorough understanding of the culture, history, languages, politics, and religions in a society as well as its legal system, which often influences access to elementary, secondary, and university education, public sector employment, and the allocation by state leaders of resources among different groups.

As the study of comparative genocide theory expands, scholars undertake research that integrates a variety of disciplines, including critical theory and post-colonial approaches. This evolution since the 1980s raises questions about the “definitional boundaries” of genocide studies as a distinct academic field. Is Darfur a “civil war” or should we use “genocide” to explain mass violence in Sudan? The emergence of humanitarian technologies induces us to question the specific role of civil society, in its local and transnational dimensions, to sustain a debate in the “global public sphere” that is less about the character of the conflict and more focused on the information necessary to help citizens “recognize emerging intergroup tensions that are likely to lead to violent abuses”.

Contemporary analyses delve more deeply “to acknowledge the diversity of civil society actors, discourses, and agendas…alongside states and international organizations in the politics of genocide” emphasizing “the
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dynamics of contestation and struggle” as well as “the role of civil society actors in shaping the evolving global humanitarian regime to guide the international response to any particular crisis.” These analyses miss the mark in the ways societal actors must engage with humanitarian technologies to prevent genocide. The adaptation of remote sensing and satellite imagery must strengthen the proactive capability of humanitarian technologies to provide accurate, consistent, and early detection.

Of critical importance is the ways in which early detection is combined with the strategic use of social media to convey, as broadly as possible, verifiable information. Reports of propaganda campaigns or large-scale displacement or hate speech for example, must be confirmed through a reliable source triangulation process of various inputs, as appropriate to the particular case. Data made available by local village monitors on the ground, via text message, over community radio, broadcast on television, via satellite images, aerial photographs or geospatial content, and/or mapping in cyberspace provides the context in which early detection for genocide prevention may thrive as a result of civil society engagement.

Humanitarian technologies have the potential to sharpen the focus of a prevention lens if their use may support action taken to avert “a lesser atrocity than genocide.” In this context, we must ask if humanitarian technologies have the impact necessary to interrupt oppression in cases when, for example “…Those who are deemed to no longer belong to the community are stripped of any protection, formal and informal, that membership in the community provides against a predatory state.” To interrupt oppression is defined as the ethical responsibility to engage, which is essential in that “…unresolved hatred and emerging violence in a society can grow into recurrent massacres, even war or genocide, destruction on a vast and hideous scale.”

The decisive importance of the “local-level” is underlined in the analysis of transnational advocacy networks, otherwise known as TANs, in the literature. The silence of local actors hinders the potential impact of the “boomerang pattern,” which aims to address the blockages civil society actors encounter in a repressive state. Outreach by local actors, who seek leverage through pressure on their state by transnational advocacy networks, is critical. In those instances when “emerging intergroup tensions” are a reality, the anchor of the local to the transnational in civil society advocacy provides openings for the use of documented evidence from satellite imagery and remote sensing analyses. The impact of transnational advocacy in tandem with evidence documented through the applications of humanitarian technologies is a subject ripe for prevention research in cases where mass atrocities are likely. Inquiry is needed to shed light on the ways in which transnational advocacy, supported by evidence documented from the ground and sky, may raise the stakes for genocidal leaders who expect to act with impunity.

In this context, Hamburg makes the case for the need “to have information ready at hand about practical measures for prevention that follows the public health model—an approach that uses empirical research to identify high-risk factors and apply a wide array of strategies, tools, and practices for preventing violent outbreaks of all kinds” (Figure 1).

For instance, our early reflections and experiences as a genocide studies community regarding the relevance of humanitarian technologies to identify, measure, monitor, document, and research large-scale displacement as a “precipitating factor” in the prevention of mass atrocities tend to re-enforce a holistic, interdisciplinary focus in our pedagogy.

The “questioning of geographical boundaries as well as case selection” is salient in terms of pedagogy, as we integrate applications of humanitarian technologies in the study of genocide and its prevention. As the literature scholars may access grows, anchoring the “local-level” means reflecting on “individual empowerment” and its significance for prevention efforts. Moreover, research to ascertain the impact of humanitarian technologies on prevention has the potential to open the genocide studies field even further to scholarship from around the world. Specifically, two developments in recent years, increased affordability of humanitarian technologies and broader social media access to data, allow more recent applications to focus attention worldwide on genocides perpetrated in the Global South.
Innovations in Case Selection and Pedagogical Methods
Inquiries in the “Classroom without Borders:” Linking Transitional Justice and Genocide Prevention using Documented Evidence Captured by Humanitarian Technologies

In one noted case study, starting in 2006, Amnesty International USA (AIUSA) in cooperation with the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), and with a grant from the Save Darfur Coalition, recorded irrefutable evidence of systemic destruction in Darfur.\textsuperscript{33}

The most vulnerable populations want “all eyes” to focus continuously on their plight in the hope that genocide may be averted. The “Eyes on Darfur” project did provide ample information of events on the ground. The site is a repository of in-depth analysis as well as individual testimony from the conflict area highlighting displacement of persons as well as destruction of villages (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{34}

Figure 1. The “boomerang pattern,” developed by Keck and Sikkink, to activate TANs.

Interrupting Oppression in Repressive States Prone to Mass Violence: Are humanitarian technologies effective in local contexts where civil society encounters its predatory state-society counterparts?

Figure 2. Imagery to Retain a Watchful Eye for Devastation in Ishma, Darfur, 2009, Digital Globe.\textsuperscript{35}
Yet, we must question the extent to which the use of technology in this project served a deterrent effect. Scott Edwards, in a response to our colleague Patrick Meier, notes that “the mere act of observation…changes nothing about the reality of our world”.34 To leverage the deterrent power of satellites and other remote sensing tools requires that perpetrators of atrocities fear naming and shaming as well as the documentation of their crimes. The expansion of monitoring capacity however innovative or humanitarian, technologically speaking, is likely to remain limited if at least three other challenges are not addressed simultaneously.

First, local actors encounter critical difficulties to connect with transnational advocacy networks. We must be cognizant of the significant challenges to empower individuals in local settings via their connection with TANs as part of the engagement that defines communication in the global public sphere. Educational inquiries in the “classroom without borders” must assess the possible influence of the “boomerang pattern” comparatively, developing case studies in different geographical locations, and, increasingly, diachronically across diverse time periods.37

The concept of the “global network university” implemented at New York University introduces a twenty-first century idea of learning, research, and service to expand the classroom experience in ways that may animate teaching and facilitate these inquiries. It is insufficient to question if satellite imagery analysis can also sustain justice by raising the stakes to deter genocidal leaders as long as a second challenge is not met: namely, the need to strengthen the international justice system in ways that give leaders intent on murder cause to fear documented evidence provided by remote sensing, as we expand “the monitoring capacity of watchdogs”.38

Third, we must reflect on the groundbreaking analysis presented by members of the Satellite Sentinel Project (SSP). This Project, which uses the public deployment of remote sensing and data collection technologies, faced the early challenge of “leveraging SSP’s unique information to motivate international response to the alleged abuses in Sudan”.39 Once again, this observation speaks to the limits of humanitarian technologies in the face of weaknesses inherent in civil society, the international justice system, and political will. Most states do not act to prevent genocide in the national interest.40

There is no denial possible in the face of evidence documented to date: remote sensing technologies have broad applicability. Images from the sky capture “widespread destruction of buildings and communities…detect mass graves, document forced displacement, observe troop buildup, document effects of extractive industries, find secret detention facilities” as “the ability of watchdogs to task satellites to capture new images dramatically expands the reach of human rights NGOs”.41 Of particular importance to a focus on genocide prevention and its relevance to considerations of transitional justice is that satellite images cannot document victims, only crimes. This fact has profound implications in thinking about “restorative justice” with its focus on “the needs of victims and broader society rather than the more narrow demand of punishing violators”.42

Moreover, if the crime does not leave “a clear and obvious physical effect in space,” the “scope and severity of the violations” cannot be assessed without direct access to the area in conflict.43 Satellite images cannot demonstrate genocidal intent or conspiracy. Therefore, we must assess their deterrent potential in indirect ways. Can expanding the monitoring capacity of watchdogs offer grassroots actors increased leverage in conflict areas? By forging linkages to NGOs that make transnational advocacy possible, can much-needed efforts to mobilize the will to intervene be sustained by those local actors whose voices most need to be heard? Research inquiries that investigate systematically the expanded uses of humanitarian technologies in areas impacted by mass violence may provide some preliminary answers. Such findings may be of particular relevance as “genocide studies scholars further investigate the challenges of post-conflict settings and engage in advocacy for the prevention and punishment of genocide”.44 The cross-fertilization between transitional justice and genocide studies will mark the development of each field with connections further established as international courts gather more evidence captured by humanitarian technologies to prosecute violations of international humanitarian law.45

The detection and documentation of mass atrocities through the development of standard remote sensing also requires accepted forensic standards. In questioning the relevance of humanitarian technologies to genocide prevention, we must be aware of the gap that is the “absence of a standard approach for the classification of phenomena involving observable objects into categories of observable patterns relevant to certain mass atrocity events”.46

Before educators analyze the uses of remote sensing platforms and data sensing technologies to explore with students the latest innovations in genocide prevention, it is helpful to introduce knowledge acquired from different field experiences in the “classroom without borders”.47 These initiatives provide first-hand
encounters with local contexts in which transitional justice concerns intersect with the priorities of genocide prevention. One such encounter occurs regularly during the academic year in Guatemala at the International Field Initiatives and Forensic Training (IFIFI) Multidisciplinary Field School, in collaboration with the Fundación de Antropología Forense de Guatemala (FAFG), and especially with the leadership of Fredy Peccerelli, Executive Director, Guatemalan Forensic Anthropology Foundation.

Our colleague Kyle Matthews, Montreal Institute for Genocide and Human Rights Studies (MIGS), Concordia University, travelled to Guatemala with photographer Tristan Brand to observe the work of a group of forensic anthropologists “digging for truth” as part of a memorialization initiative that “incorporates youth and the new generations in learning about history in order to help prevent the atrocities of the past from being repeated”.

The struggle against impunity in post-conflict Guatemala is a restorative project with the objective to “report and publicize past crimes”. Researchers question the role of memory initiatives in dealing with “the culture of silence that perpetuates impunity” by integrating a mapping process, which allows for the recovery of memory of “different violations suffered during the armed conflict” (Figure 3).

Unlike official truth commissions, which may not adequately capture local realities, the mapping process is a grassroots effort that aids Guatemalans in the outreach to different social sectors, notably indigenous survivors as well as displaced peoples, in an effort to resist forgetting. Although humanitarian technologies are increasingly available, their uses remain limited without the necessary forensic evidence gathered on the ground by native populations with the assistance, increasingly, of international students conducting field research (Figure 4).

Humanitarian technologies must continue to adapt in ways that allow for the integration of increasingly large volumes of data gathered in local mapping processes, which utilize forensic anthropology as well as other scientific disciplines, including forensic archaeology, to gather the necessary evidence as “a first step along the road to societal reconciliation”. The groundbreaking work of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) such as Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) is particularly relevant to assess the impact of humanitarian technologies in genocide prevention given the need to map the transitional justice literature to “contribute to furthering useful links and cross-fertilization” between transitional justice and genocide.

Figure 3. In the highlands of Quiché province, Kyle Matthews, along with other forensic workers, students and local residents, listens to the testimony of a man who recalls the murder of his wife and infant daughter. (Photograph: Tristan Brand).

Figure 4. In the highlands of Quiché province, Kyle Matthews, along with other forensic workers, students and local residents, listens to the testimony of a man who recalls the murder of his wife and infant daughter. (Photograph: Tristan Brand).
studies. Innovative pedagogy in the “classroom without borders,” including the integration of transitional justice field work opportunities for students in their academic programs, offers educators the occasion to begin making productive connections in learning, research, and service between these fields (Figure 5).

Figure 4. A student collects a cheek swab for a DNA sample from an Ixil woman, whose brother was murdered. (Photograph: Tristan Brand).57

Figure 5. Fragments of bone at a DNA laboratory in Guatemala City. DNA samples from over 6000 sets of human remains, taken from over 1000 burial sites have been analyzed at the Guatemalan Forensic Anthropology Foundation’s (FAFG’s) Headquarters. (Photograph: Tristan Brand).61
Data collection platforms, like KoBo, are “driven by actual field-based needs and challenges such as limited technical know-how.” The practical evolution of these platforms makes their use feasible even in remote areas. In these settings, where remote sensing and data collection represent “a substantial paradigm shift from traditional, often retrospective, collection of evidence corroborating alleged human rights violations,” as in the experience of the Satellite Sentinel Project (SSP), the need is still urgent to report “predisposing factors” to mass violence and to document observations from the ground, especially in the majority of cases when monitoring from the sky is not possible (Figure 6).

The search for documented evidence must utilize scientific inquiry as “the right to truth” in post-conflict societies becomes more critical to understand “the circumstances of past human rights violations in order to prevent their recurrence.” Physicians for Human Rights engages in “forensic human identification projects” in a growing number of countries, including Cyprus, Guatemala, Colombia, and, most recently, in Afghanistan and Libya. The Director of PHR’s International Forensics Program, Stefan Schmitt, provided an opportunity to Cristian Silva, Director, International Field Initiatives in Forensic Training (IFIFT), to attend one of the PHR programs, which led to the idea of the Multidisciplinary Field School in Guatemala pioneered by Fredy Peccerelli.

The need to establish the “necessary forensic infrastructure in transitional justice contexts” presents tremendous challenges for local areas. For this reason, education makes a critical difference in the various countries where Physicians for Human Rights mobilizes colleagues to implement projects. The Multidisciplinary Field School experience of transitional justice in Guatemala provides one example. It is insufficient to introduce humanitarian technologies exported from outside the area where genocide occurs. In the absence of a local infrastructure, without the recognition of the legal, technical, and scientific perspectives to define and determine the scope of mass fatality, how can there be justice to address the rights of victims or the obligations of a state in question when we speak in the literature of “never again?” (Figure 7.)

Figure 6. Kobo platform (Source: http://irevolution.net/2012/05/08/kobo-platform/).

Figure 7. A forensic anthropologist works to isolate fragments of human bone from other materials. Human remains are registered, analyzed, and a biological profile is built to help identify victims and their cause of death. (Photograph: Tristan Brand.)
The experiences of Physicians for Human Rights in Afghanistan prompt additional reflections that reference the “regime type and the state” in national-level approaches to explain why genocide occurs, as we acknowledge the limits of humanitarian technologies in our search for “clues to future prevention.” In Afghanistan, perpetrators of past crimes are often in power with some leaders “implicated in on-going abuses.” In thinking about “international justice in preventing human rights abuses” as one of the “pillars of prevention,” we must acknowledge formidable blockages at the national level. The Sharia principle that only victims can forgive is difficult to reconcile with their pursuit of justice in an environment that does not provide for safe access to the judiciary to urge the investigations of past crimes. Given the serious challenges to the rule of law in Afghanistan, training courses and projects for civil society groups there provided skills in basic crime scene documentation and allowed students to participate in the exhumation of a set of human remains in a single grave located in the Ministry of the Interior compound (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Exhumation of a set of human remains at the Ministry of Interior Compound (Source: http://physiciansforhumanrights.org/library/reports/securing-afghanistans-past-gap-analysis-report.html).

Afghanistan’s civil society faces tremendous obstacles to influence policy on issues of transitional justice. The lack of coordination among civil society organizations (CSOs) as well as between local and international organizations is cited as most problematic in their efforts “to keep the idea of transitional justice alive” in the country. One consequence of the dedication to local training by Physicians for Human Rights was the founding in 2011 of the Afghanistan Forensic Science Organisation (AFSO) with “the stated objective to document and secure the country’s mass grave sites.” The following year humanitarian technologies, including Global Positioning System (GPS) surveying, were used to document thirteen mass graves with forensic reports issued to local and judicial authorities, civil society as well as victim organizations.

The uses of humanitarian technologies can make a difference if their applications may be referenced to strengthen the connection between “expert” and local knowledge in a sustained effort to avoid marginalizing local experiences and practices, as in AFSO initiatives to conduct awareness raising workshops in the communities where mass graves were surveyed and documented. As research is undertaken that pertains to local initiatives, particular data ethics questions come to light, to which this inquiry must now turn.

Civil Society and Data Ethics: Queries for a New Era
The Impact of Humanitarian Technologies on Genocide Prevention Research

In the early twenty-first century, the ways in which digital technology applications and data collection methods impact on education raise unprecedented questions. As the genocide studies community reflects on the influence of humanitarian technologies in prevention efforts, academics and activists alike must grapple with data ethics in a holistic manner. While research still “remains largely unconnected and ‘silo-ed’ in the fields of transitional justice and genocide studies, ‘data increasingly flows through and is used by people and organizations across sectors and across domains.’” This is one of the points made during “The Social, Cultural, and Ethical Dimensions of ‘Big Data’” conference organized in New York City on March 17, 2014 by the Data & Society Research Institute, the White House Office of Science & Technology Policy, and New York University’s Information Law Institute.

Civil society must grapple increasingly with the ethics of what is known as “big data,” defined in one way as “things one can do at a large scale that cannot be done at a smaller one to extract new insights or create new forms of value in ways that change markets, organizations, the relationship between citizens and governments.” In this context, “the relationship between big data uses and power, notably the issue of...
power differentials in relation to data analytics, is particularly relevant to reflections in the genocide studies community. More fundamentally, if “society will need to shed some of its obsession for causality in exchange for simple correlations: not knowing why but only what,” attention must be focused more normatively, and much more purposefully, on the ways in which “those who are tracked by data analytics may lose access to their information or may be unaware of how it is being used.”

The normative focus of inquiry is of particular relevance to cases long neglected in genocide prevention research, which pertain to sexual violence in conflict. Do constructivist and feminist perspectives sufficiently inform research analyzing women’s victimization in comparative studies? In asking this question, researchers must rely increasingly on sensitive data, which documents sexual violence in cases ranging from the Democratic Republic of Congo to the Republic of Colombia. In these cases, there are specific needs that involve establishing procedures, identifying best practices, and upholding professional ethics, which are each critical in reflecting on the ways data ethics impacts on research in the genocide studies community.

As we consider the need to establish procedures to protect the vulnerable, interviewers must be specifically trained to document evidence of sexual violence in conflict, which may be used to prosecute the perpetrators. There are specific responsibilities interviewers have in this context, including to evaluate safety and security risks to the interviewees, to learn how to craft ethical and open-ended questions, and to focus on obtaining informed consent from the interviewees.

The identification of best practices highlights civil society’s responsibility to address the “social structure of denial” and to map local, communal, regional, national, and global actors engaged to end sexual violence in conflict. What are the best practices that allow civil society actors to share widely testimonies of survivors of sexual violence in conflict using social media and mobile technology without endangering victims? In addition, best mapping practices must be identified, which may offer a graphic overview of tensions in civil society, including local communities in conflict, without exposing those on the ground to physical danger.

The commitment to uphold professional ethics requires those who conduct field research to collect evidence of sexual violence in conflict using humanitarian technologies to fulfill their responsibility to communicate with the Institutional Review Boards for Protection of Human Subjects at their respective universities. As more field work integrates sensitive data that is accessible, this commitment still does not consistently address the fact that “even when researchers try to be cautious about their procedures, they are not always aware of the harm they might be causing in their research.” Their responsibility is to uphold professional ethics involving potential harm, consent, and disclosure of the data acquired. This is particularly significant in thinking about how to upload local narratives to avoid marginalizing local experiences, as we address a global policy concern by disclosing testimonies of sexual violence in conflict.

Sexual violence in conflict is a crime against humanity, which “as international case law develops…when intended to destroy a group, will most likely be declared genocide on the basis of the five acts listed in Article II of the Convention.” These acts are: “(a) Killing members of the group; (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; and (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”

The broad campaign to stop rape now involves global civil society defined by Castells as local community engagement, the evolution of non-governmental organizations, the development of social movements, and public opinion mobilization. The “glocal” process aims to upload accurately and securely data, the first-hand testimonies of local experiences to inform a global conversation on sexual violence in conflict, which connects survivors directly to activists. This process aims to exert constant pressure on states whose leaders are complicit in the mass rape of women.

Civil society is increasingly responsible to collect, organize, and share the most sensitive data, acquired through humanitarian digital technologies, to combat sexual violence in conflict. Transnational advocacy networks, particularly non-governmental organization (NGO) activists, are called to use this data obtained within complicit states in the search for justice and to effect transformative change. There is a broad array of ethical questions in research design, particularly related to data collection and storage during the field experience before embarking on analysis and reporting, as these relate to genocide prevention in this particular case. The genocide studies community has the responsibility to begin its outreach to colleagues, such as those in the Ethics of Data in Civil Society (EoD) network, who are working to formulate “principles of ethical digital data use in civil society that might stand the test of time and weather the pace of innovation, both in technology and in civil society organizing.”
Conclusion

The applications of humanitarian technologies in genocide studies may increasingly focus our attention on the restorative justice approach and pillars of prevention, notably the need for "a continuous flow of accurate information on emerging conflicts". Our ethical responsibility in research is to question consistently if the integration of data acquired through humanitarian technologies empowers or marginalizes survivors. As younger and younger victims increasingly suffer human rights atrocities around the world, "public awareness of the plight of children and of what is or is not being done to alleviate it, has been greatly heightened by the instant media access which is a feature of life in twenty-first century society".

May the voices of the marginalized in conflict areas also be heard in accordance with the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights?

A future challenge for genocide prevention is to identify through comparative analyses the ethical uses of humanitarian technologies by researchers, particularly to acquire data from post-conflict areas during investigations of "predisposing and precipitating factors".

As "big data" becomes available and the digital revolution drives "much of the increasing complexity and pace of life we are now seeing," the temptation exists in research to reduce individuals and societies to "communication systems, without much concern for the substance of the "messages" these networks carry". The ethical foundation of genocide prevention research is in the substance of the messages. Progressively, are researchers likely to be "strategically positioned within national contexts" as "rooted cosmopolitans" to interpret the messages conveyed? Their presence as such is necessary to actualize the promise offered by humanitarian technologies in genocide studies.
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